
Chapter 931: Naughty Child 

After Chen Xuyao put away the phone, he stayed still for a few seconds. Then, he stood by the wall and 

sneakily leaned his ear against it; he wanted to see if he could hear anything from the other side. 

Unfortunately, he was in a high-class hotel, not a small hotel. Even if he put his ear into the wall, he 

would not be able to hear anything from the room next door. 

Half a minute later, he straightened his back, rubbed the tip of his nose, stood in front of the mirror, and 

rearranged his clothes and hairstyle. Then, he walked out of the room and knocked on the room next 

door. 

He had wanted to ask Chu Sheng why she had left Jingdo City without any word and avoided him. 

However, after he knocked on her door, no one answered it. He waited for a long time until a staff 

member, who passed by him, said that the guest had just left the room. 

Chen Xuyao was so frustrated that he did not even remember his basic manners. He just turned around 

and went to the third floor to look for Jiang Yao. 

Even though he had not seen Chu Sheng for two months, he immediately recognized her when he saw 

her with Jiang Yao and two men. 

Chen Xuyao was very conspicuous in the dining hall. Jiang Yao had noticed him when he arrived, but Chu 

Sheng’s head was lowered as she enjoyed her breakfast, so she did not see him. Jiang Yao said kindly, 

“Chen Xuyao is here. He rushed here in the middle of the night yesterday.” 

Jiang Yao felt the need to confess. “I was the one who told him about you in Yuan City. I didn’t know 

that you were hiding from him when I called him, but he said that he had been looking for you.” 

Chu Sheng nodded; she did not do anything else. She knew that Chen Xuyao would definitely catch up to 

her when she met Jiang Yao yesterday. 

He had been quicker than she expected. Chen Xuyao sat beside Chu Sheng, but he did not say anything. 

He just looked at her with anger in his eyes. 

“It’s a buffet; go to the front and get your own food.” Jiang Yao saw Chen Xuyao’s stiff expression, so she 

kicked him under the table discreetly and pretended to remind him about breakfast. 

“I know.” Chen Xuyao did not sound polite; he was a little irritable because Chu Sheng had ignored him. 

However, he did not get angry. He looked at Chu Sheng a few more times before he stood up and went 

to get some food. 

He must have been destined to have a bad morning. On his way back to the table, a little boy ran into 

him, and his plate spilt onto his jacket. The boy snorted and left without an apology. 

When Chen Xuyao was back at the table, he cursed under his breath. “F*ck! How rude! He looks like he’s 

11 or 12 years old, and yet he still has such a bad attitude!” 

Then, he took off his coat and placed it on his knees. Finally, he lowered his head and ate his breakfast in 

a bad mood. Jiang Yao listened to his complaints, but her attention was drawn to the little boy’s family. 



The boy did look like he was 11 or 12 years old. He had run back to his family after he bumped into Chen 

Xuyao. He held a piece of ham in one hand and a glass of fruit juice in the other hand as he ate and 

drank. 

Jiang Yao had excellent hearing. Even though the boy was a few meters away from her, she could still 

hear the girl, who sat next to the boy, as she whispered to him. She must have been his sister. “Don’t 

you know how to apologize when you bump into someone? Don’t you know that you’ve dirtied their 

clothes? The city folks wear expensive clothes; we might not be able to pay if they made a fuss about it.” 

Chapter 932: Bring Me the Girl 

The boy rolled his eyes at the girl and gave her a disdainful look. “Our family might not have afforded it 

in the past, but now we’re rich! I heard what our parents said the other day. Chai Xianglong gave you 

200,000 bucks to keep your mouth shut. That’s why they told you to bring me here for breakfast today! 

This is the best meal I’ve ever had. I didn’t expect the rich to live so happily. Just one breakfast, and 

there’s already so much food. Now that our family is rich, why should we be afraid of them?” 

Jiang Yao had nothing better to do than listen to whether the boy’s family would tell the boy to 

apologize to Chen Xuyao. She was bored, and she could eavesdrop on other people, but she did not 

expect to hear the boy mention Chai Xianglong’s name. 

The boy’s mouth was stuffed with food as if he was afraid that he would not be able to eat more if he 

ate too slowly. When the boy mentioned Chai Xianglong’s name, his tone was filled with envy. 

“That’s right. Why do you always scold your brother? How old do you think he is? What doesn’t he 

know? Besides, it’s not like we don’t have money!” A woman in a red down jacket scolded the girl. “Now 

that Zhou Xiaocheng’s family is so close to the Chai family, they are afraid that you would spread rumors 

about them. If we don’t have any more money, then we can ask the Chai family for it. Why wouldn’t 

they give it to us?” 

“That’s right! The Chai family is so rich, yet they only gave you 200,000 bucks to keep your mouth shut. 

The rich people are always stingy!” The man continued to say, “I heard that Chai Xianglong’s cars were 

all imported from abroad. There are only a few cars in our country, and his cars are worth several 

hundred thousand bucks. Yet they only gave you 200,000 to keep your mouth shut! Perhaps you have 

hidden the other half, Taozi?” 

Jiang Yao guessed that the girl was named Taozi. 

It was like the saying—where else would they meet? 

She had planned to start with the girl that Chu Sheng had mentioned; she wanted to find her as soon as 

possible. She did not expect that person to show up in front of her. 

She turned to Chu Sheng and said, “Didn’t you tell me last night that you think Xiaocheng’s accident 

might have something to do with a girl?” 

Chu Sheng did not know why Jiang Yao would ask that question with such a contemptuous expression. 

However, she knew that it was not meant for her. 



“The girl at the third table in the row next to us is called Taozi. Perhaps she has the information we 

need.” Jiang Yao snorted. They had 200,000 bucks to keep the girl’s mouth shut, but her family was still 

not satisfied. 

It did not seem like that family felt guilty when they took 200,000 bucks and destroyed a young girl’s life. 

They even used the money to eat and drink in that kind of place; they thought they were rich. 

“Ah Lu, Big Ke.” Jiang Yao looked at the two men who were enjoying their food. “Did Chai Xianglong 

leave anyone here to spy on us?” 

“He left two men here,” Ah Lu replied. 

“Finish them off. Then, follow that family and find an opportunity to bring the girl named Taoz to me. I’ll 

wait in my room.” Jiang Yao smiled coldly. She had lost her appetite for food, so she put down her 

chopsticks and just sat there. She watched that table as they pounced on their food like hungry wolves. 

There were so many of them that they could not fit in one table. 

Some things still required a hard hand. Jiang Yao knew that logic and emotion would not persuade the 

girl named Taozi to stand up and tell the truth. She also did not expect the girl to have a conscience to 

testify against those who had hurt Zhao Xiaocheng. 

Ah Lu turned to Big Ke and said, “You can go with Director Jiang; I can do that by myself.” The man was 

confident in his skills. Furthermore, they could not leave Jiang Yao unprotected. Chai Xianglong was an 

unbridled person; he did things without any rules, and it was all based on his mood. No one could guess 

his methods and actions. 

Ah Lu and Big Ke also noticed that Chai Xianglong had looked at Jiang Yao with a dangerous gaze the 

previous night. Therefore, they could not leave Jiang Yao alone. 

Chapter 933: I Want to Marry Her 

“You guys can go if you have something to do. I’ll still be here.” Chen Xuyao did not know why Jiang Yao 

was there, but he noticed that she lacked manpower. So he said, “I can get a few of our company’s best 

security guards to help you.” 

“That’s great!” Ah Lu immediately interrupted him. “Mr Jiang needs someone to protect him, but Big Ke 

and I can’t spare the time. If we have more people, that would be the best.” 

Jiang Yao did not have any objections. She thought of asking Chen Zhibin to help her for a few days, but 

the man’s old mother needed him at home. It was almost the New Year, and they were quite far from 

Nanjiang City. That was why she hesitated to call him about that. 

Chen Xuyao immediately took out his phone and called his assistant to give them instructions and 

informed them of his location. 

After breakfast, Jiang Yao brought Big Ke and Chen Xuyao back to her room. Chu Sheng went to the 

Zhou family’s house, and Ah Lu went to handle other matters. 

As they went through the door, Chen Xuyao sat down with his legs crossed. He wanted to smoke. 

However, when he saw Jiang Yao was drinking water with a cup in her hand, he put his cigarette away. 



His third brother had warned him that he was not allowed to smoke in front of his wife; he did not want 

his wife to become a second-hand smoker. 

“How long will Chu Sheng stay in Yuan City? How did she become involved in this matter?” Chen Xuyao 

knocked on the table with the cigarette box in his hand; he looked a little annoyed. 

“Xiaocheng has a neighbor who is a police officer, and he has a captain. Chu Sheng is this captain’s 

brother’s senior sister.” Jiang Yao knew that Chen Xuyao was jealous. He had been looking for her for 

two months, but he could not find her. However, someone else had found her instead. 

“Tsk.” Chen Xuyao gritted his teeth. Even someone with such a distant relationship could find her. It 

meant that Chu Sheng had avoided him. 

“Chu Sheng majored in criminal psychology. She can’t speak because of psychological reasons, so I can’t 

treat her. She’s also a psychology major. She’ll likely be like this for the rest of her life.” Jiang Yao 

glanced at Chen Xuyao as she asked, “What’s your attitude toward Chu Sheng?” 

“I know what you wanted to ask. There’s no need for you to ask me so tactfully; it’s okay for me to tell 

you. I want to marry her, but she’s not willing to talk to me. She’s even avoiding me.” Chen Xuyao smiled 

self-deprecatingly. “I’ve been thinking about her for almost ten years, and I’ve looked for her for that 

duration. Even if we haven’t met for so many years, I still want to marry her.” 

“Your family has a very high standard. She can’t speak, and she doesn’t have a job. Even if she is willing 

to marry you, can you marry her?” Jiang Yao felt that it was very unlikely. 

“Do you think my parents are like Old Master Chen?” Chen Xuyao snorted unhappily. “After I graduated 

from the military academy, I could do whatever I wanted to do. I can find anyone I like to marry. As long 

as she doesn’t have a criminal background, my parents won’t object to our union.” 

Chen Xuyao laughed. He straightened his posture and moved closer to Jiang Yao. He smiled. “There are 

two significant matters in the Chen family recently. Do you want to know what they are?” 

“Is it about Chen Feibai or Chen Feitang?” Jiang Yao raised her eyebrows. “If it’s about Chen Feibai, do 

tell me. If it’s about Chen Feitang, then save your breath; I don’t want to hear it.” 

“One for each of them. The two siblings are in the same boat now.” Chen Xuyao smiled wickedly. 

Chapter 934: The Older He Gets, The More Confused He Becomes 

“Chen Feibai’s current situation is like a crippled, at least that’s what Old Master Chen thought. The 

family will have to support him for the rest of his life. So, Old Master Chen wanted to nurture Chen 

Feitang instead—the previously underappreciated granddaughter. Do you know what was the first 

mission he gave her?” 

Jiang Yao lowered her head to take a sip of water. She did not answer him, but she could guess that it 

was probably about Chen Feitang’s marriage. 

Chen Feitang was no longer a young woman. She was in her twenties and was still not married. If she 

were from an ordinary family, her parents would be anxious. 



Even though Jiang Yao did not say anything, Chen Xuyao was still very excited. “Old Master Chen let 

Chen Feitang get married.” 

“I really did guess it correctly.” Jiang Yao shrugged and put the glass of water in her hand down. “I’m 

quite curious why Old Master Chen didn’t urge her to get married at her age.” 

Chen Xuyao laughed as he glanced at Jiang Yao discreetly. He did not expect Jiang Yao to look at him at 

the same time. Their eyes met, and the corners of his lips curled as he quickly looked away. Then he 

said, “Perhaps it was because Third Brother had not gotten married back then. Old Master Chen knew 

that Chen Feitang liked him, and he was satisfied with him as his grandson-in-law. Old Master Chen 

thinks highly of Third Brother; this is something we all know. Then, he married you, but Chen Feitang 

didn’t give up. Sometimes, she would use Chen Feibai as an excuse to go to the army to look for Third 

Brother. Old Master Chen didn’t stop her; he let her do whatever she wanted to do. If Chen Feitang 

were willing, he would still acknowledge Third Brother as his grandson-in-law. However, Third Brother is 

loyal to you!” 

Jiang Yao’s heart was inexplicably stifled; did so many people pay attention to her husband for such a 

long time? 

She did not know that in the past, and she was even more grateful that Lu Xingzhi was devoted to her. 

Even when she did not care about him, he still waited for so many years. 

“The old man must have understood the situation now. He knows that your and Third Brother are very 

close, and Chen Feitang would not be able to break you guys up. So, he had to give up on that idea. 

Now, he wants Chen Feitang to go on blind dates; he has arranged for her to meet some of her 

subordinates, and they are soldiers,” Chen Xuyao said. “That day, I accidentally saw Chen Feitang on a 

blind date with a man at a teahouse. Chen Feitang did not smile the entire time, but she could not walk 

away with a straight face. I felt delighted that she had to endure that.” 

Jiang Yao laughed. “I think many people would have the same thought as you. If Chen Feitang is 

unhappy, then everyone else will be happy. It’s the same for me. It’s a pity that I didn’t get to see her 

unhappy face. Where’s Chen Feibai? Did he use this excuse to stab a knife into Chen Feitang’s heart?” 

Jiang Yao was confident that Chen Feibai would not let go of the opportunity to ridicule Chen Feitang. 

Since Chen Feibai had returned to the capital, he could torture Chen Feitang as much as he wanted 

because she owed him. 

“I don’t know if Chen Feibai did anything, but I know that Old Master Chen is already looking for a wife 

for him. He is looking at girls from some ordinary families. His only requirement is that they are good 

people. My father said that the older Old Master Chen gets, the more confused he becomes until he 

hurts the children’s hearts.” 

Chapter 935: I Don’t Hit My Woman 

“Do they want to breed Young Master Chen like a pig? He’s been injured, and yet he’s treated like he 

has a disability. The only thing that hasn’t been damaged is the Chen family’s seed. So Young Master 

Chen’s task now is to continue the Chen family line with new descendants?” Big Ke continued to say, “It 

looks like the old man wants a great-grandson so that he can nurture the child instead. The only use for 

his injured grandson is to give him another male heir.” 



Such words were hurtful, but they were also the truth. 

Chen Xuyao sighed in agreement. “The old man tried to test my father with something similar. He 

wanted to adopt some children from a few of my cousins, but my father rejected him. He’s afraid that 

the family line would die out this generation, so he’s trying to rack his brain to rebuild the family’s glory. 

However, he could not see things clearly. It’s useless, especially with the current problems with the 

Chen siblings. The Chen family’s heritage would fall apart eventually.” 

As soon as Chen Xuyao finished speaking, the room fell into a silence. Jiang Yao thought about Chen 

Feibai. If he knew about the old man’s arrangements, he might feel a chill in his heart and despair about 

it. He might even give up on his rehabilitation treatment because of that. 

Ah Lu had left for more than an hour. When he was back, he carried a young girl on his shoulder. It was 

Taozi. 

“No one saw you, right?” Chen Xuyao asked when he saw Ah Lu carried her so casually. 

“If I can’t even handle such a small matter, why would Young Master Lu assign me to Director Jiang?” Ah 

Lu was a little dissatisfied with Chen Xuyao’s questions. Then, he threw the unconscious Taozi on the 

ground. His actions were rude; he did not show any pity. 

“Cover her eyes and tie her hands and feet,” Chen Xuyao said. 

Ah Lu grunted and Big Ke went forward to help him. After it was done, they woke the young lady. They 

were quite rough with her. Big Ke slapped her, and she immediately woke up from the pain. The slap 

was so loud that even Jiang Yao shivered. It seemed like not every man in the world had qualms about 

hitting a woman. 

He probably noticed Jiang Yao’s expression; he explained, “Director Jiang, I don’t hit my woman.” 

Jiang Yao laughed and nodded to show that she believed him. He was like Lu Xingzhi as he would not hit 

her as well. 

At that moment, Jiang Yao felt that Lu Xingzhi was a good man, especially after she had heard Chen 

Xuyao’s words. She forgot how many times her husband had hit her behind when they were in Rong 

County. 

Taozi woke up slowly, but she was immediately in a chaotic state; she realized that she had been 

blindfolded, so she started to cry. She struggled with all her might. 

Big Ke roared and pressed his gun against her temple. He threatened her, “Behave yourself. If you move 

again, I will shoot you!” 

With just one sentence and the muzzle on her head, the teenager did not even have the courage to 

open her mouth and cry for help. She swallowed her sobs and only cried softly. 

“Tell me the truth about Zhou Xiaocheng and Chai Xianglong!” Ah Lu’s voice was rough and a little 

hoarse; he sounded so sinister that the girl trembled in fear. 

Jiang Yao knew that her voice was easily recognized, so she did not speak. She left the interrogation to 

Ah Lu and Big Ke. She knew they would be great at interrogating the young girl. 



Chapter 936: 20,000 Bucks 

“I don’t know.” Taozi bit her lips and sobbed. She was terrified of the two men who had tied her up, but 

she was also afraid of Chai Xianglong. 

“You still want to protect that b*stard Chai Xianglong at the expense of your life? Fine, if you have such 

a firm backbone, don’t beg me later.” Ah Lu’s laughter turned to vulgarity. “A teenage girl with delicate 

skin and tender flesh, you still haven’t had your cherry popped yet, right? We will treat you the same as 

how they treated Zhou Xiaocheng. We haven’t had a taste of a woman in a while. I just don’t know if a 

delicate girl like you can withstand the time you’ll be spending with my brothers. But that doesn’t 

matter; the worst-case scenario means your death. And when the sky turns dark, we’ll drag your body 

out and bury you. No one will ever know about it.” 

Chen Xuyao lowered his head and held his forehead. Jiang Yao sat at the side as she tried to stifle her 

laughter. Ah Lu looked honest, so it was quite awkward to hear such vulgar and wretched words out of 

his mouth. Furthermore, he had said them to a crying young girl. Jiang Yao thought it was fine as long as 

it was useful to them. 

Ah Lu gave Big Ke a look, and the latter deliberately stepped forward. It sounded like there were many 

people. Then, Big Ke crouched, lit a cigarette, and blew the smoke behind Taozi’s ears. He removed her 

coat. 

“I’ll tell you! I’ll tell you!” Taozi was so scared that she broke down after only two seconds. She choked 

on the smoke and coughed softly. Finally, she shouted in a high-pitched voice. “Why do you want to 

know about Zhou Xiaocheng? Are you here to help her? Will you let me go if I tell you?” 

“The Zhou family is not my family, and I can’t afford to pay them. Why would I help that woman?” Ah Lu 

kicked her. “Don’t play tricks on me! I will deal with that b*stard, Chai Xianglong. There are so many 

people waiting to see him in jail. It’s such a rare opportunity; why would I let it go? Tell me quickly. I 

don’t have the patience to wait. Perhaps I’ll sleep with you first and then let you talk slowly.” 

Jiang Yao’s tense nerves finally relaxed when she saw the situation. She could see that the girl was 

young and simple-minded. Plus, she also wanted to test Ah Lu’s identity. Fortunately, Ah Lu was smart 

and knew to distance himself from the Zhou family. 

Lu Xingzhi was wise when he chose her bodyguards. He did not only find someone skilled, but he also 

found someone with a high IQ. 

Ah Lu kicked the girl, and she doubled in pain. Her shoulders trembled, and she cried, but she did not 

dare to move. She heard the footsteps beside her. It was dark, but she could feel as if there were ten 

pairs of dirty hands on her. It was as if they wanted to tear her clothes off. She was terrified. 

“I’ll tell you! I’ll tell you!” Taozi broke down and cried. “I’m Zhou Xiaocheng’s classmate. We were on our 

way to school when Young Master Chai and a few of his friends saw us. Zhou Xiaocheng has always been 

a beautiful child since she was young. Young Master Chai and the others fell in love with her. I worked as 

a nanny for Young Master Chai’s friend. He came to me and gave me 20,000 bucks to bring Zhou 

Xiaocheng to a specific place.” 



Jiang Yao sat there; her slender fingers tapped the table lightly. There were some terrifying hints on her 

face. Chen Xuyao raised his eyebrows as he looked at Jiang Yao—she looked so much like his third 

brother when she was upset. 

Chapter 937: What Happened After That 

Not only did they have the same tick—they liked to tap their fingers lightly on the table—and they have 

similar expressions as well. They were truly a loving couple. 

It looked like 20,000 bucks were enough for a young girl to betray her classmates. Even though she knew 

that Chai Xianglong and his friends had no good intention toward Zhou Xiaocheng, she still accepted the 

money to help them. She was still young, and yet money had blinded her. She was capable of such 

heartless action. 

Meanwhile, the humiliation drove Zhou Xiaocheng to the point of insanity. The Zhou family would fight 

the Chai family to the death. Taozi even took hush money from the Chai family, brought her family to 

meals at hotels, and enjoyed the life of a rich person. She also fantasized about staying rich from the 

same matter. 

Jiang Yao’s heart froze. She did not understand how some people could be so cold-hearted. 

It seemed like there were only two types of people in the world—one would be so kind that it would 

make others sigh endlessly, and the other would be so hateful that others would want to beat her to 

death. 

“What happened after that? I think that was the most important point.” Taozi’s first two sentences must 

have stimulated Ah Lu; he urged her to continue as he stepped on the back of one of her hands. It was 

so painful that Taozi let out a scream. 

However, Jiang Yao felt relieved when she saw Taozi cried so bitterly. She had ruined Zhou Xiaocheng’s 

life and her family’s peaceful life when she accepted those 20,000 bucks. Her hands did not take that 

money but Zhou Xiaocheng’s life. Jiang Yao wondered if she should get to keep the hands that had 

destroyed a family? 

“Then, I brought Xiaocheng to a room in Xi Ying sect. Not long after that, Young Master Chai and a few of 

his friends arrived. They got her to drink something, and she became very weird. Then, I saw Chai 

Xianglong pressed himself onto Xiaocheng on a bed. I wanted to leave, but Young Master Chai didn’t 

allow me to do that.” Taozi’s body trembled when she said that. No one knew if that was because of the 

pain or because she recalled that scene. 

“Xiaocheng begged me to save her, begged me to call the police, I—” Taozi suppressed her trembling 

voice as if she was crying and as if she was regretting it. 

She had been in the living room that day when she heard Xiaocheng’s cries in the room, as well as the 

men’s lewd laughter and moans that made her blush with numbness. 

She was afraid that Chai Xianglong and the others would treat her the same when they were done with 

Zhou Xiaocheng. She managed to sneak away when Chai Xianglong’s bodyguards did not pay attention 

to her. She vowed that she would never return there again. 



The next day, she heard that Zhou Xiaocheng’s family called the police, and the Chai family gave her 

200,000 bucks the same day to threaten her. After she took the money, she needed to know what to say 

and what not to say. Then, on the same day, she moved with her family. Her neighbors told her that 

Zhou Xiaocheng’s family had looked for her. They waited at her home for a few days. Then, she heard 

that Zhou Xiaocheng had gone insane. 

After those things happened, she did not feel as if she had regretted her decision. However, she did not 

expect things to turn so serious. She knew that Chai Xianglong would rape Zhou Xiaocheng. She thought 

that she had helped her friend hook up with a rich man and that she would thank her in the future. 

Zhou Xiaocheng was so much more beautiful and younger than Chai Xianglong. If they had gotten 

married, then her friend would definitely treat her like a benefactor. Therefore, it was not a big deal for 

her to receive Chai Xianglong’s matchmaking fee of 20,000 bucks. After all, the Chai family was so 

wealthy that the amount was not much for them. 

Chapter 938: Cripple Her Hand 

The 20,000 that she received had brought her stepmother and father’s kind words for several days. Her 

father even praised her. She felt as if she was finally a useful daughter. 

“I didn’t expect you to be such an ingrate. You’re as ruthless and merciless as someone who kills without 

batting an eyelid like me. You would do anything for money.” Ah Lu caught Jiang Yao’s gaze. He pulled 

Taozi up and then helped her into her coat. He said, “You can stay here obediently for a few days. When 

you see the police, you can tell them the truth. Otherwise, I will take your father’s, mother’s and 

brother’s head off right in front of you. Then, I’ll sell you to a country that doesn’t treat women as 

human beings. I’ll let you have a taste of days when you can’t even lift your pants to serve men every 

day.” 

“I’ve told you everything you want to know. I beg you to let me and my family go. I can’t go to the police 

station. If I go there, the Chai family will never let me go!” Taozi pleaded with them. 

“You have no choice, and you don’t have the right to negotiate with me! If you don’t do that, I won’t let 

you go either!” Ah Lu spat at her. “You may be afraid of the Chai family now, but after my boss is done 

with them, they won’t be better than stray dogs. Do you think they’ll be in the mood to find fault with 

you then? Do you really love money that much? Once the matter is settled, I’ll give you 200,000 bucks as 

well!” 

After Ah Lu finished speaking, he hit Taozi behind her neck and knocked her unconscious. 

Then, Jiang Yao said, “After the matter is settled, cripple her hand.” 

The harm that Zhou Xiaocheng suffered could never be remedied even if they brought her rapists to 

justice one day. Even if she could return to normal, she would still have to face judgement from other 

people. It was not something that she could easily erase from her life. 

Even if the Zhou family were to move away from Yuan City, even if they could give Zhou Xiaocheng a 

new environment, it would not give her a brand new life. 

Zhou Xiaocheng would need more courage than other people to accept a new life. After all, she was still 

very young; she was barely in her teens. 



After that was settled, Jiang Yao took Ah Lu and Big Ke to the hospital to visit Mr Jiang. They did not 

know where Chen Xuyao got his car, but it was very convenient. However, as soon as they arrived at the 

hospital’s inpatient department, Zhou Xiaoxia called Jiang Yao. She cried so hard that she could hardly 

speak. 

“Jiang Yao! What should we do? The Chai family took my parents and Xiaocheng! Sister Chu is also 

injured. Jiang Yao, why did the Chai family take them?” 

“Ah Lu, go back to Zhou Xiaoxia’s house immediately. The Chai family took Zhou Xiaocheng and her 

parents. Sister Chu is also injured!” Jiang Yao almost crushed the phone in her hand. 

Why did the Chai family take Zhou Xiaocheng and her parents so suddenly? Jiang Yao could not answer 

that question. It was like what Ah Lu had said; the Chai family was so arrogant that they could not 

predict their actions! 

The car made a sharp u-turn at the intersection. Ah Lu turned the steering wheel, stepped on the 

accelerator, and drove the car quickly toward the Zhou family home. 

Chapter 939: Snatch It Back 

As soon as the car stopped at Zhou’s residence, Jiang Yao saw Zhou Xiaoxia crouched by the staircase as 

she cried. Zhou Xiaoguang was also there, and it looked like he was trying to hold back his tears. Chu 

Sheng hugged Zhou Xiaoxia with one arm and comforted her gently, while her other arm hung limply at 

the side. 

Jiang Yao already guessed that it was a dislocation before she used the system scan. When the results 

were out, it also verified her initial judgment. 

Jiang Yao was a little impressed by Chu Sheng. That woman could endure the pain of a dislocated 

shoulder, and she was still consoling another person like she was fine. 

“Xiaoxia, please let go of Chu Sheng.” Jiang Yao walked forward and whispered to Zhou Xiaoxia. “I need 

to pop her shoulder back in.” 

Even though she was not a professional orthopedist, she still had experience with a dislocated shoulder. 

After Zhou Xiaoxia let go of Chu Sheng, Jiang Yao immediately pressed down Chu Sheng’s shoulder. She 

managed to pop the bone back in with a skillful move. 

Chu Sheng did not even have the time to feel any pain when she realized that her arm was fine. She 

turned to look at Jiang Yao before she gave her a thumbs up. 

“Chu Sheng, who did this to you?” Chen Xuyao stood at the side. He could feel Chu Sheng’s pain even 

though she did not say anything about it. He was so angry that he gritted his teeth. 

Who had touched her? Who had hurt the person that Chen Xuyao wanted to protect so badly? 

“It was the Chai family.” Zhou Xiaoguang gritted his teeth as he said, “They broke into our house and 

took my sister, father, and mother without saying anything. Sister Chu Sheng tried to stop them, but 

they bumped into her.” 

“Where does the Chai family live?” Jiang Yao asked. 



Zhou Xiaoxia saw that Jiang Yao was about to go to the Chai family to retrieve her family, so she quickly 

pulled her friend back as she shook her head and said, “There are only a few of us; it’s like hitting a rock 

with an egg. The Chai family’s house is one of the most magnificent buildings in Yuan City. They have 

many bodyguards at the main entrance. There are so few of us; we won’t even be able to enter the main 

entrance.” 

“I want to see if the Chai family dares to step over Jiang Yao and me.” Chen Xuyao was not afraid at all. 

“Jiang Yao, let’s go! The Chai family may be powerful in Yuan City, but they would never dare to hurt you 

and me. They won’t have the guts to touch us.” 

Jiang Yao thought about it and agreed with him. She would admire their courage if they still dared to 

touch her after she announced her identity. 

“Chu Sheng, stay here with Xiaoxia and her brother. Jiang Yao and I will handle this.” Chen Xuyao did not 

look away from Chu Sheng when he spoke. He did not wait for Chu Sheng to look back at him when he 

called Jiang Yao, Ah Lu, and Big Ke to get into the car. 

Once they got in the car, Ah Lu was still the same as before; it was as if he wanted to drive the vehicle at 

the speed of light. Jiang Yao had a clear answer after she called Mr Jiang for the Chai family’s home 

address. Their residence was located in the most prosperous area in Yuan City. It was a single-door, 

single-family mansion with an estimated area of at least 300 to 400 square meters. It had looked very 

imposing from afar. 

When they arrived at the main entrance, they saw several security guards there. They looked as if they 

had received special training—they stood straight and had their eyes forward. 

“Let’s go.” Chen Xuyao got out of the car after he said that to Ah Lu and Big Ke. Then, he turned back to 

look at Jiang Yao. After he pondered for a while, he said, “I think you can wait here.” 

Jiang Yao opened her mouth to speak. She wanted to say that she knew martial arts, but Chen Xuyao 

had known about that. However, he probably did not want to expose her skills, so she tactfully returned 

to the car to observe the situation. 

Chapter 940: Are You Waiting For Something? 

The security guards were stunned for two seconds. Then, they surrounded Chen Xuyao and the other 

two men. However, they retreated just as quickly. It was strange; they only defended and did not attack 

the men. Those that Chen Xuyao attacked would rather take a beating than fight back. However, the 

guards who blocked Big Ke’s path tried their best to fight back against the man. 

Jiang Yao sat in the car as she took out her phone and looked at the time. 

It was 10:35 in the morning. She knew that it would take a few minutes for the Chai family members to 

show up and then invite Chen Xuyao into the residence. 

Yes, they would invite him into their home politely. 

Jiang Yao was sure that those security guards knew Chen Xuyao. The Chai family members must have 

given them special instructions. They knew that Chen Xuyao would come, so they told the guards not to 

attack him. 



She thought that the guards had wanted to stall for time; it was not like they wanted to stop Chen Xuyao 

from entering the compound. 

Therefore, Jiang Yao thought that it was strange. Chen Xuyao had only arrived the previous night. Even if 

the Chai family noticed that the man was there to look for her, why would they be so apprehensive 

about him? Was it because they knew Chen Xuyao’s identity? How did they do that in such a short 

period? 

Did Chen Xuyao’s arrival in Yuan City attract the Chai family’s attention? Was that why they took Zhou 

Xiaocheng and her parents that morning? 

Jiang Yao glimpsed at Chen Xuyao as she looked at her phone. She knew that the man had noticed the 

guards’ strange attitude—they did not fight back; they were only there to keep him outside. Even if he 

beat them black and blue, they would not return a single hand. 

However, Chen Xuyao’s skills were from the military academy. Those guards could not keep him back for 

long; the man had breached a few meters nearer to the main gate. The security guards inside the tightly 

shut compound looked at the situation nervously. 

Chen Xuyao was so angry that he wanted to shoot all of them. No matter what he did, his opponents 

would only endure it; they did not fight back. His temper was almost worn after a few minutes. 

Ah Lu and Big Ke also noticed the strange situation. The two of them looked at each other and quickly 

changed their tactics. They rushed to Chen Xuyao’s side and used the man as cover. Ah Lu promptly 

climbed over the wall and entered the compound. Then, it was Big Ke’s turn to act as cover so that Chen 

Xuyao could enter the mansion. After Chen Xuyao managed to do that, Big Ke simply stood there and 

did not move a muscle. Then, he retreated to Jiang Yao in their vehicle. 

Big Ke was afraid that the guards would attack Jiang Yao after Chen Xuyao and Ah Lu entered the 

residence. Perhaps they thought it would be easier to deal with a woman. So, Big Ke decided to return 

to Jiang Yao. Those people would not be able to do anything to Ah Lu and Chen Xuyao since they had 

already entered the mansion. The guards also did not chase after Big Ke after he had left. 

Big Ke returned to the car and caught Jiang Yao looking at the time on her phone. He asked, “Director 

Jiang, are you waiting for something?” 

Jiang Yao smiled at Big Ke. Then, she put her phone back into her pocket and placed her hands in the 

same pockets to keep warm. “I was waiting for someone to come out and invite Chen Xuyao into the 

residence. Now, I’m waiting for them to send him out courteously.” 

 


